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1 Purpose of this document
The purpose of this document is to provide detailed technical descriptions services and procedures of the
Lightstream Managed Security Services Cloud Defense for Palo Alto Networks Prisma Cloud.

2 Definitions
A list of definitions is provided in Appendix B.

3 Stakeholders
The following Service Provider(s) and Customer(s) will be used as the basis of the Managed Security Services
and represent the primary stakeholders associated with the services provided hereunder:
Service Provider: Lightstream Managed Security Services (“Provider”), further denoted in this document as
Lightstream.
Customer(s): denoted in this document as Customer
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4 Services summary
The Lightstream mSOC™ cloud-delivered solution enables the outsourcing of all operational end-to-end
cybersecurity management including prevention, detection, response, and recovery/remediation as well as
some aspects of compliance. The Lightstream Security Operations Center becomes the customer’s 24x7 SOC,
strengthening our customer’s cyber security operations by adding automated prevention, continuous threat
monitoring, and orchestrated response all from our expert analysts.

4.1 The Lightstream mSOC™ solution
The Lightstream mSOC™ Security Operations Center Platform integrates comprehensive security
technologies, including:
• EventFlow™ intelligent threat management
• Automated, dynamic playbooks
• Policy management
• Orchestration and automation
• Customer dashboard and communications portal
Next-generation firewalls, various in-line security devices, as well as endpoint and cloud-based technologies
provide continuous prevention, detection, and automated response functions. As they do this, they generate
events, alarms, and alerts forwarded in real-time to the mSOC™ Platform. Lightstream’s mSOC platform
enriches, correlates, and filters events to make high-confidence determinations on events that impact a
company’s security posture. Rather than focusing on events, Lightstream’s mSOC focuses on adversary and
attacker activity to understand when events become incidents.
Lightstream’s analysts actively work with your team to go beyond alerting – to put context to activity and
make a high-confidence determination of an active incident. Where most providers stop, Lightstream’s
mSOC will manage the incident, engage in on-demand remediation and countermeasures, and assist with
recovery as prescribed from developed playbooks.
We encourage our customers to develop micro-segmentation strategies based on Zero Trust principles,
enforceable with our suite of tools, to provide advanced layers of protection. This approach provides
necessary insight into the criticality of your data, services and applications and drives the prioritization of our
actions. The result, a truly generational leap Security Operations capability that reduces operating cost,
operational complexity, and continuously optimizes to protect your enterprise.

4.2 Lightstream Cloud Defense Detect (MDR)
As security devices and cloud applications feed their configuration data and alerts to the Lightstream
mSOC™ platform, every event is enriched, correlated, and filtered by our Zero Trust Contextualization
Engine™.
Lightstream’s mSOC leverages industry-leading threat data feeds to filter, enrich, and correlate every alert in
order to provide high-confidence event categorization and analysis. Coupled with contextual knowledge
about the customer’s business environment and processes, our technology delivers near-zero false-positive
rates and only focuses on the issues that matter to your business. The data analytics and machine learning
techniques embedded in the mSOC™ platform automate alert triage, ensuring Lightstream specialists focus
their efforts on identifying, containing, and removing attackers from your critical assets with minimal dwell
time.
Lightstream’s countermeasure playbooks automate responses to most known exploits and vulnerabilities
and provide processes for handling previously unseen (unknown) events. These playbooks are continuously
updated and improved to build knowledge from interactions and event handling. Our job doesn’t end at
identifying the incident – our SOC analysts work with you to implement short term remediation actions, such
as blocking IP-ranges, shutting down hardware, patching software, or re-imaging machines, while our
security strategy program assist with making long-term strategic mitigations based on our unparalleled
industry experience.
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4.3 Lightstream Cloud Defense Protect
Successful prevention, detection and remediation programs demand highly optimized and integrated cyber
defense technology stacks. Misconfigurations, device overload and outdated systems are common and can
cripple cyber defense. Lightstream’s Managed Cloud Defense Protect Services manage and optimize
customer security environments to ensure your defenses won’t become a security liability.
Lightstream maintains configurations, policies, and signatures to ensure accessibility, security, and
regulatory compliance. A hand-off of one of cyber security’s heaviest operational burdens allows critical
security staff to focus on important core business issues. We proactively investigate your infrastructure and
hunt for weaknesses, errors, and vulnerabilities – before they become an attacker’s way in. When we find
potential problems, we provide real-time Service Advisories complete with problem identification and
recommended resolutions. With the addition of Managed Cloud Defense Protect services, Lightstream
executes policy management and updates on behalf of the customer, implementing all preventative and
countermeasures for the managed devices.

4.4 Features at a glance
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5 Lightstream Cloud Defense Detect (MDR)
This chapter describes the key activities and features included in Lightstream’s Cloud Defense Detect
services.

5.1 Zero Trust Contextualization Engine™
The Zero Trust Contextualization Engine™ is an engine that is fully embedded into the mSOC™ platform
which provides context to each event processed by Eventflow™. This context is provided by adding the
business requirements, regulatory compliance frameworks, and information such as Zero Trust
microsegments and associated compliance tags created during the setup and operations phases to the
information available about the monitored environment(s). Context is added through the enrichment of the
security events and the impact of events is constantly re-evaluated to allow for a continuous impact
assessment of each security incident reported. Information that is taken into consideration includes:
• Which Zero Trust segments are available
• Which compliance frameworks are applicable to the Zero Trust segment (PCI-DSS/ISO/NEN/etc.); CIA
rating of the data in the Zero Trust segment
• Primary and secondary escalation contacts
• Escalation methods (email, text messages, phone calls)
• Customer internal data classifications
• Customer internal security requirements
• Data type(s) (for example: PII, IP, patient data, personnel data, etc.)
Enrichment and correlation of events is done using a variety of different sources and methods, including but
not limited to:
• EDL (external dynamic lists), both in-house maintained as externally sourced
• Threat intelligence feeds
• Sandbox environments
• External MISP (malware information sharing platform) feeds
• Other sensors within the customer network

5.2 Indicators of Good Analysis
To ensure ~100% evaluation of security events, Lightstream begins with an Indicators of Good (IoG) analysis.
The principle behind this analysis is that automatically processing events identified as “good”, allows us to
focus on what is left as unknown or “default-bad”. Traditional SIEM-based approaches, in contrast, highlight
only known threats or Indicators of Compromise (IoCs), however, the IoG process minimizes an attacker’s
ability to ‘fly under the radar’. Our automated process is driven by Eventflow™, a methodology based on
Lightstream’s best practices and experience serving as the security conscience across our clients.

5.3 IoC Threat Analysis and Correlation
Analysis occurs from the Lightstream SOC by our certified specialists. Malicious or unknown events (possible
“indicators of compromise”) will be logged as a ticket and, wherever possible, automatically mitigated.
Lightstream uses various sources to determine the criticality and urgency of events and priority and action
depends largely on the CIA value assigned by the client. If Lightstream suspects a breach in the client
network, we will contact the appropriate client resource(s) with an initial discovery report and advice about
subsequent steps. All tickets can be viewed and followed in real-time via the mSOC™ Portal, and Lightstream
logs all client and third-party communications regarding each ticket.

5.4 Alerting
Once Lightstream triages and assigns a priority to a series of events and a determination of an incident is
made, we engage with the customer to mitigate the incident or provide guidance regarding the root cause,
or possibly work to re-classify the incident as a false-positive based on customer feedback.. The method of
alerting can be customized as part of the operational model, as each customer has different requirements,
escalation procedures, and needs.
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5.5 Incident Management
Incident management concerns both security and continuity related incidents and is the process of
registering, allocating and solving disruptions in normal operations of the system. The process ensures the
quickest and most effective possible resolution of incidents. The process describes how incidents and
changes are registered, prioritized, and resolved. Disruptions can be reported by Customer as well as by
Lightstream. Prioritization depends on the impact and urgency of the disruption and whether there is an
alternative available.
The purpose of the process is to restore the expected service levels after unscheduled interruptions of the
services provided to limit their effect on business continuity. Ultimately, the business outcome here is to limit
operational risk to the customer.
With regard to Incident Management, the following steps are defined:
• Registering a ticket by mSOC™ Portal, telephone or email.
• The priority matrix is detailed in the Service Level Objectives (SLO). The incident must be accompanied
by at least the following data:
o Affected service
o Priority
o Description of the issue and possible cause
o Device/asset (a serial number or location of the device)
o Point of contact (telephone, e-mail address).
• Authorization and validation of the ticket applicant.
o Lightstream validates the authorization of the initiator
o Lightstream may further validate/verify the authorization
o Based on this assessment, the incident is approved or rejected, and Customer is informed by
Lightstream
• Lightstream assesses the ticket and provides an answer, implements a solution or workaround.
Lightstream might ask Customer for additional information or data/logging, per email or phone.
• Lightstream performs the necessary tests and provides technical feedback
• Customer concludes whether the incident is solved. Both parties can propose to close the call,
however, Lightstream makes the final decision
• Closed tickets can be reopened by Customer for any reason deemed necessary.
In principle, Customer determines the priority of an incident when it is reported in accordance with the SLO.
The prioritization of a ticket can be re-evaluated after the ticket has been closed. Lightstream may decide to
raise or downgrade a ticket, in close alignment with Customer.
RACI TABLE:

Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Description
Register a ticket via mSOC™ Portal, e-mail or telephone with relevant information
Authorization of the applicant and validation of the request
Classification and triage of the ticket
Implementing answer/solution/workaround
Test and provide feedback with results
If solved, case complete, see step 8
If unsolved, evaluation and adjustment of solution or escalation
Closing and evaluation of incident

Legend: (R)esponsible, (A)ccountable, (C)onsulted, (I)nformed
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5.6 Remote Threat Support
The Lightstream mSOC platform automates prevention, detection and response actions to most threat
incidents, stopping them in their tracks. When a suspected attack warrants further investigation or reporting,
Lightstream completes a root cause analysis and thorough incident investigation. Correlating different
sources of information, the SOC specialist creates a holistic view of each event, identifying the root cause,
involved systems and the attacker’s path through the network, along with an assessment of the data
potentially impacted.
We believe that it is not enough to know that an incident has occurred, but rather where the attacker went
and what critical information they may have had access to – to aid in making a determination of the scope
and magnitude of any incident.

5.7 Security Event Management
Lightstream’s security automation and orchestration platform (SAOP) monitors, correlates, enriches, and
runs events through “run books” to achieve highly automated decision making based on threat context and
customer context – with a high degree of confidence. All relevant data including customer network topology
is housed within the mSOC™ Portal, giving customers real-time access to all information regarding security
management in their environment.

5.8 Security Information Management
Through the mSOC™ Portal, Lightstream provides trend analysis and highlights risks to the customer
environment. The mSOC™ Portal also offers customers real-time and historical insight into important key
performance indicators (KPIs) of the platform. The portal includes a complete and unlimited history of all
tickets, changes, and incidents, and provides insight into KPIs such as time-to-respond, time-to-resolve,
number of managed devices experiencing problems, uptime and more. Based on this information, monthly
reports are created which include an executive summary and detailed information about issues, including
which events led to an incident and the details of each event. Reporting for breaches and incidents is
prepared separately, enabling the client to easily report both issues in the context of laws and regulations.
This report is continuously being developed and contains:
• Total number of events seen; Number of blocked threats
• Number of threats that require human action
• Number of security breaches and history
• Number of security incidents and history
The reports are available on an unlimited basis on the mSOC™ Portal and are generated every first of the
month. Using the management console, more information is available, such as:
• Detailed information about detected and blocked malware and exploits
• Licensing
• Endpoint health status
• Endpoint version information
• Most frequently attacked endpoints, processes, and users
For long term retention of the data, Lightstream recommends that log files are exported to an external
system.

5.9 Compliance reporting
The mSOC™ Portal provides a wealth of information to assist in reporting compliance on most governance
requirements, such as ISO27001, SOX, HIPAA and PCI-DSS. Lightstream will work with customer to assist in
matching various governance requirements with the provided data.
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6 Lightstream Cloud Defense Protect
This chapter describes the key activities and features included within Lightstream Cloud Defense Protect.

6.1 Change Management
The change management procedure ensures that changes in the settings and configuration of devices are
conducted in a structured and controlled manner. The added value of this process is to ensure minimal
operational disruptions and to prevent negative outcomes by conducting a risk analysis of a change prior to
carrying out the change. An important prerequisite is to properly document, assess, prioritize, and plan each
change. The change can be tested prior to implementation if necessary. After implementing the change, the
changes will be documented, reported on, and evaluated.
A distinction is made between standard changes and non-standard changes (see appendix A). These
changes differ in the priority assigned to the change and the agreed resolve time.
Content updates regarding resilience, filtering, and threats (such as signature updates, URL filter updates,
etc) have the highest priority. To ensure reliability, availability and proper systems management, content
updates are performed continuously and are not included in the change management procedure. All
automatic updates of this content are properly tested and assessed prior to its release by the manufacturer
and found to be reliable.
Both Customer and Lightstream can initiate changes in the configuration. Carrying out standard changes is
included in the contract.

6.2 Standard Changes
The prioritization and result obligation as described in the SLO apply to standard changes. For additional
details on standard changes, please refer to Appendix A.
Every change is logged as a ticket in the mSOC™ Portal. Every change-ticket consists of a functional and
technical description. Lightstream, at their discretion, will rely on Customer or a third party for functional
tests. Lightstream will, in any situation, do everything possible to provide the required data within an
appropriate time.

6.3 Non-standard Changes
The prioritization and result obligation as described in the SLO apply to standard changes. Non-standard
changes, in the context of this document are all changes not included in section 6.2. For additional details on
non-standard changes, please refer to Appendix A.
Every change is logged as a ticket in the mSOC™ Portal. Every change-ticket consists of a functional and
technical description. Lightstream, at their discretion, will rely on Customer or a third party for functional
tests. Lightstream will, in any situation, do everything possible to provide the required data within
appropriate time.
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RACI TABLE:

Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Description
Register a ticket via mSOC™ Portal, e-mail or telephone with relevant information
Authorization of the applicant and validation of the request
Classification and triage of the ticket
Implementing answer/solution/workaround
Test and provide feedback with results
If solved, case complete, see step 8
If unsolved, evaluation and adjustment of solution or escalation
Closing and evaluation of incident

MSSP Customer
CAR
AR
AR
AR
CI
AR
AR
A

AR
CI
CR
I
AR
I
I
IR

Legend: (R)esponsible, (A)ccountable, (C)onsulted, (I)nformed

6.4 Root Cause Analysis Report
At the request of Customer, Lightstream will conduct a Root Cause Analysis (RCA) for disruptions in which
Lightstream services are (or might be) involved. The RCA will include a detailed factual report of the events,
supplemented with observations and conclusions. Lightstream will do its best to provide a (draft) RCA within
30 calendar days.

6.5 Problem Management
Problem Management seeks to minimize the adverse impact of incidents through pro-active measures. For
incidents that have already occurred, the Problem Management process is designed to prevent recurrence,
of like or similar incidents.
When a problem occurs, the following generic steps are followed:
• Identify a potential Problem, including proper prioritization
• Identification of tactical/immediate change(s) needed to resolve the Problem
• Implementation of required tactical changes to restore service or remedy the immediate situation
• Verification of Problem resolution - verification must be completed by both Lightstream and
Customer
• Systematic investigation, resulting in a Root Cause Analysis
• Recommendation of any strategic, long-term solutions, as potentially identified
• Problem closure
To raise proper attention on problems, Lightstream may raise a Security Improvement Advisory (SIA). Service
Delivery Management discusses any SIA’s submitted by Lightstream to the customer to proactively drive
resolution.

6.6 Release, Availability and Configuration Management
Lightstream Cloud Defense Protect has scheduled upgrades, including major (x.0 and 1.x) and minor (1.5.x)
releases, that include new features and optimizations to deliver best-of-breed security for your endpoints.
Lightstream Cloud Defense Protect might also need to occasionally make unscheduled upgrades for hotfixes
and emergency bug fixes.

6.7 Backups
A full audit trail of all actions and revision history is available in the management portal.

6.8 Health Monitoring
Lightstream will closely and continuously monitor the status of the platform and managed endpoints.
Lightstream monitors the following aspects, among others:
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•
•
•

Availability of the management portal and platform
Endpoint version
Other alarm conditions

Lightstream also verifies that the configuration of the platform meets the set requirements to prevent any
unsafe ruleset. If our systems detect an alarm or off-nominal condition, a ticket will be generated at
Lightstream.

6.9 Availability
Lightstream confirms platform availability multiple times per minute. If the platform is unreachable for 15
consecutive minutes, a ticket will be generated, and analysis of the cause will be conducted. Customer will
be informed of the analysis result. External factors such as broad Internet-level disruptions, natural disasters,
and failures beyond the control or influence of Lightstream are excluded from the availability guarantee
Lightstream provides.

6.10 Accountability and Verifiability
Lightstream logs every change with a ticket. All tickets are available in real-time through the mSOC™ Portal.
Every change will consist of a functional description and a description of the changed policies and
configurations. All communication (through the mSOC™ Portal, via e-mail or telephone between
Lightstream and Customer or any third parties) with regards to the change is logged in the ticket and is
available for an unlimited amount of time.

6.11 Risk Analysis
For each change, Lightstream conducts a risk analysis. If Lightstream believes that the risk of the change is
‘high’ or ‘moderate’, Lightstream will explain this in the ticket and will, where possible, advise on how to
mitigate this risk. If possible and/or known, Lightstream will also provide an alternative that potentially
reduces risk. In the event of such changes, Lightstream will offer “sound and well-founded resistance”. If the
Customer insists on implementing the change, Lightstream will require final and written confirmation from
Customer.
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7 Communication and Support
To promote clear communication, Customer will appoint one or more designated contact persons at an
operational level (list available in mSOC™ Portal). Customer can request an adjustment to the authorization
matrix. Any such changes will be proposed for approval to employees of Customer with the proper
authorization. Time to Respond as specified in the priority matrix is guaranteed on the basis of the set priority
level. For a priority 1 or priority 2 incident, Customer must immediately contact the Lightstream SOC by
telephone and must be available 24/7. The Lightstream Managed Security Services Desk offers secondary
and tertiary support to Customers.

7.1 mSOC™ Portal
Via the mSOC™ Portal, Customer has a real-time insight into their security status, as well as the status of
open or closed tickets, the agreed SLA, the time to respond, the Authorization Matrix, key performance
indicators and an overview of threats and available Management Reports. The applicable mSOC™ Portal
web-address is https://portal.lightstreamsecurity.io. Customer can also use self-service options in the
mSOC™ Portal, such as generating or approving new tickets, closing tickets and adjusting the priority of
tickets. The mSOC™ Portal supports delegated management and cross-references, which enables the
granting of certain authorizations to colleagues/relations/third parties in a well-structured manner.

7.2 E-mail
Questions, tickets or other requests can be submitted to the Lightstream SOC by email at
soc@mss.lightstreamsecurity.io.
After sending an email to the SOC, a ticket is automatically generated. The SOC then validates, prioritizes and
begins processing the request. If an email is received from an email address which has not been authorized,
we will report this to an authorized employee of Customer for verification. We will only process such emails
after the written approval of a person authorized by Customer. The progress and status of tickets submitted
by email can be followed in real time via the mSOC™ Portal. If Customer responds by email to an already
existing ticket, this response will automatically be appended to the ticket history. For priority 1 incidents, it is
required that Customer follows up with a phone call to the Lightstream SOC. By default, every request
reported by e-mail will initially be marked as priority 4.
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7.3 Telephone
The Lightstream SOC can be reached by telephone for questions and generating a new ticket.
When Customer submits a new ticket, the Lightstream SOC will generate and complete this ticket, providing
Customer with a ticket number. When calling on an existing ticket, Customer is advised to have the ticket
number on-hand when making the call, allowing Lightstream to quickly retrieve all information to assist
Customer as quickly as possible. A ticket number consists of a string of random alphanumeric characters.
Any communication by phone is logged and appended by Lightstream to the ticket history. Ticket updates
are also sent to the contact person by email for audit and verification purposes.

7.4 On-site Support
Lightstream does not provide on-site support unless otherwise agreed between Customer and Lightstream.
Customers who require on-site support must coordinate this request through their Lightstream account
team coordinated by the Lightstream Account Manager or Customer Experience Manager. A fee may be
charged for any on-site, and related, activities as per any agreements enacted.

7.5 Remote Support
If so desired and if indicated by Customer in a timely manner, Lightstream can offer remote support. This
must be coordinated by the Lightstream Account Manager or Customer Experience Manager. A fee may be
charged for these, and related, activities.

7.6 Escalation Procedure
If deemed necessary by Customer or by Lightstream, an escalation procedure can be initiated for any type of
ticket (e.g. lack of progress, quality of solution, etc). To initiate an escalation procedure, Customer calls the
Lightstream SOC and asks for an escalation, after which Customer receives a confirmation by email. Within
the mSOC™ Portal, the relevant ticket will be given the status ’escalated’. The status of each ’escalated’ ticket
will be assessed daily and communicated to Customer.
7.6.1 First Level of Escalation
Role: Service Delivery Manager
E-mail address: security-sdm@mss.lightstreamsecurity.io
Phone: 24x7 Support Number
7.6.2 Second Level of Escalation
Role: Manager MSS
E-mail address: manager-mss@mss.lightstreamsecurity.io
Phone: 24x7 Support Number
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8 Prerequisites
The customer must comply with the following prerequisites for this service:
• The procurement of required licenses covering the products that will be used in this engagement (If
the licensing is not provided by Lightstream as part of the service offering)
• There shall be no ’pre-existing conditions’ (e.g. customer network, application or endpoint problems
that existed prior to implementation or withheld issues). Lightstream reserves the right to require
due-diligence and remediation of such issues identified during the on-boarding process.
• A completed Lightstream Cloud Defense Onboarding process and all required onboarding
documentation
The following stakeholders are required to set up and deliver this service:
• Primary POC
• Security Team Leads
• Security Policy Team Leads

8.1 Cloud-specific Requirements
If the customer is providing their own licensing (BYOL): Customer will provide full Prisma Cloud and/or
device account administrator credentials for the managed products to Lightstream, and after handover will
remove any other read-write credentials (or change existing privileges to read-only).

9 Obligations of the Parties
9.1 Lightstream
LIGHTSTREAM is responsible for the quality of the delivered Service, as detailed in this document. This
includes:
• Providing the services described herein
• Providing service support by properly trained and certified staff, which are continuously trained and
recertified
• Achieving response times in handling and resolving incidents, as defined below. Based on this,
Lightstream will allocate an appropriate amount of personnel with adequate knowledge to offer the
Service at their discretion.
• Appropriate and timely Customer notifications; providing relevant information which may impact the
offered Service. Examples include scheduled maintenance, organizational policy changes and
changes in processes and procedures.

9.2 Customer
Customer obligations and requirements in support of the service include:
• Proactively, or per request by Lightstream, provide clear input to Lightstream for assessment of
resolution of an incident or service request.
• Availability (24/7) of Customer representative(s) for Lightstream when resolving a P1 or P2 issue or
troubleshooting an incident.
• Appropriate and timely notification, preferably three working days upfront, of scheduled
maintenance within Customer systems which may have a potential impact on Lightstream’s ability
to deliver the service. Lightstream advises caution, and where possible, to over-communicate.
• Keeping Lightstream informed on changes with respect to the Authorization Matrix.
• Notification of all relevant network and physical changes to the managed equipment (e.g. location
changes).
• Adequate follow-up of any reported Security Improvement Advisories (SIAs) as reported in the
monthly Management Reports.
• The customer already has installed and configured Palo Alto Networks Prisma Cloud security
infrastructure as detailed in the onboarding checklist. If the customer is procuring Prisma Cloud as a
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portion of the Lightstream services, the customer is expected to install and configure the licenses on
the endpoints.
Any change to the scope of work explicitly described in this service description sheet, and any associated
additional fees, must be mutually agreed to in writing.

9.3 Reporting
Lightstream provides real-time data on the service provided, available to Customer, via the mSOC™ Portal.
Additionally, on a monthly basis, Customer has the ability to obtain a Management Report. The Management
Report is available for download within five working days after the end of each month. The mSOC™ Portal
and management reports provide an overview of the quality of service delivered and an overview of tickets
handled by Lightstream. If desired and on a fair-use basis, Lightstream can provide additional ad-hoc custom
reports, to be discussed with the Service Delivery Manager.

9.4 Performance
The following performance metrics are applicable to the services as described:

Performance Indicator
Initial Response
Workaround or Fix
Standard Change
Standard Change

Category

Timeframe

P1 - P4
P1
P1 - P3
P4

15 min
8 hours
8 hours
In conjunction with customer

Performance
Target¹
90%
90%
90%
90%

For a description of the severity levels, see Appendix A.

10 Quality Management
10.1 ISO 9001:2015 and ISO/IEC 27001:2013
Lightstream Security Managed Services powered by ON2IT is both ISO 9001:2015 and ISO/IEC 27001:2013
certified. This means that our Quality Management System and our Information Security Management
System meet the strict requirements of ISO.

10.2 Certifications and Partner Status
To ensure the best possible services and quality, all Lightstream engineers are continuously educated and
(re)certified on the required levels for products in scope.

11 Complaint Handling
Any complaints can be submitted to Lightstream, following the Customer Complaint Procedure, which can
be requested via info@security.ltstream.com. Lightstream’s Customer Experience Manager will consult with
Customer and will, where necessary, take measures to mitigate an existing situation, and work to prevent
any future repetition. Each month, the Customer Experience Manager will report any complaints to the
management of Lightstream.

12 Security and Data Locality
Lightstream takes pride in developing industry-sound security policies and strictly follows internal guidelines
as well as ISO requirements, in addition to various other industry best-practice and standards.
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12.1 Authorization and Access to Systems
Depending on the type of service provided, Lightstream may need access to systems which are under
supervision and/or control of Customer. Requests for access will be made through the portal, and customer
will be consulted and collaborated with to jointly reach a safe and operationally sound state.

12.2 Authorization and Access to the mSOC™ Portal
Customer has the responsibility to only allow authorized personnel on the mSOC™ Portal. The mSOC™ Portal
is accessible with a unique, personal username and password. For additional security, Lightstream highly
recommends taking advantage of available multi-factor authentication for access to the mSOC™ Portal.

12.3 Data Location and Backup
All data which is handled by Lightstream is stored in The Netherlands or the United States, depending on
theater. All critical systems of Lightstream are redundant, in active-active or 2N-setup. Lightstream uses
multiple availability zones (physical locations) for servers and data storage.

12.4 Additional Security Measures
For customers with HQ locations in the European Union, data is processed and stored within The
Netherlands. Lightstream offers their services in line with the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
All other customers must request that locations within the European Union have all data processed and
stored with The Netherlands, explicitly, at build time for the service.

12.5 Personnel
Role-based access policy is enabled for all Lightstream personnel, which means that all Lightstream
personnel has ‘need-to-know’ access to only data which is deemed relevant for their function or role.
All Lightstream personnel are screened by an external screening agency: A pre-employment screening and,
where applicable, an assessment of knowledge and skills is pursued.
If required by regulations, applicable Lightstream personnel is screened by appropriate governmental
agencies.
Lightstream will not divulge personal information such as date of birth or cell phone number, or other
sensitive information of personnel to Customer.
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Appendix A: List of Standard and Non-Standard Changes
Lightstream distinguishes two types of changes, largely following ITIL principles.

A.1 Standard Changes
A standard change is one of recurring nature, performed frequently and is relatively low risk. Standard
changes are requested and performed often, and do not require a design or project management. A list of
changes that Lightstream regards as “standard”:
• Create, remove, or update exceptions
• Create, remove, or update reports
• Create, remove, or update protection profiles

A.2 Non-Standard Changes
A non-standard change is anything that does not fit into a standard change, identified above. Lightstream
will try to perform non-standard changes in much the same way as standard changes where possible.
However, in case Lightstream determines that a non-standard change will introduce unnecessary complexity
or increase risk, Lightstream may require:
• A technical design – conceptual and technical reference architecture, diagrams and explanations; for
example when a large restructuring/renumbering of the customer network needs to happen
• A project manager, for example when many stakeholders are involved
• On-site presence, for example a physical move of hardware
It is the responsibility of the Customer to assign a local point of contact with technical and subject matter
knowledge. An example of what Lightstream regards as “non-standard”:
• Platform upgrade from a legacy environment such as on-premises Prisma Cloud.
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Appendix B: Definitions
The following definitions may be referenced in this document:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Asset: See managed object.
Authorization Matrix: A list of personnel authorized to contact and their privileges.
o Example: Parties authorized to make change requests, approve changes, or create incidents.
Backup: A configuration backup of a managed device.
o Example: An XML configuration ftle containing the backup of a managed device.
Best Practice Policy: Set of procedures that are accepted or prescribed as being most effective, based
on prior knowledge, common cyber security industry practice and company experience.
Bleeding Edge Release: Software release category. Just released by vendor, no (or very little) testing
was performed, and is not recommended for any customer production environment. Lightstream
aims to start testing within 14 days of release. Bleeding Edge Releases are not supported by
Lightstream, and not recommended by Lightstream. In cases where a customer makes a choice to
implement such a release, Lightstream reserves the right to hold the SLO void.
Change: The addition, modification, or removal of anything that affects the provided service or
equipment according to the standard and non-standard change definitions.
o Example: Policy change, configuring a new feature, etc.
CIA or CIA-triad: Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability
Critical Business Impact Incident (“P1”): Production application down or major malfunction
resulting in a product inoperative condition.
o Example: Users unable to reasonably perform their normal functions. The specific functionality
is mission critical to the business and the situation is considered an emergency.
Critical impact security incident (“P1”): An event where the attack was likely to have succeeded and
exploitation is currently ongoing, causing critical damage to business assets, reputation, or
information.
o Example: Ransomware that is currently encrypting ftle shares.
Critical risk SIA: A security improvement advisory that needs to be addressed immediately (within 1
day). If not addressed, severe adverse business impact is likely.
o Example: Repeated and structural unavailability of points of contact at customer, leading to
tickets (e.g. security incidents) to go unanswered and causing a security risk for customer.
Critical Urgency Change (“P1”): Must be executed right away, critically impedes production or solves
a major incident.
o Example: An unplanned, urgent configuration change that denies outgoing traffic to stop a
ransomware outbreak.
Diagnosis: A stage in the incident and problem lifecycle. The purpose of diagnosis is to identify a
workaround for an incident or the root cause of a problem.
Downtime: The time when an IT service or other configuration item is not available during its agreed
service time.
Escalation: An activity that obtains additional resources when these are needed to meet service level
targets or customer expectations. An escalation is triggered by following the escalation path as
agreed between customer and Lightstream.
Event: systematic output of our monitoring systems and underlying automated processes, which is
assessed against a predefined ruleset to determine the significance. If determined to be of
importance for further action because of a (potential) interruption of service or deterioration of the
quality of service, these events are further analyzed and possibly followed up by a ticket. Not all events
are visible or accessible to customer.
o Example: Any “raw” event generated by a monitored security environment
Fix: A fix is a measure to remove the impact of an incident or a problem by resolving the root cause.
High Business Impact Incident (“P2”): Critical loss of service functionality or performance resulting
in high numbers of users unable to perform their normal functions.
o Example: Major feature/product failure; inconvenient workaround or no workaround exists.
The service is usable but severely limited.
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•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

High impact security incident (“P2”): An event where the attack was likely to have succeeded, further
exploitation is likely, and will mean damage to business assets, reputation, or information.
o Example: Malware was successfully installed on an endpoint and is currently communicating
with a command and control server.
High-Risk SIA: A security improvement advisory that needs to be addressed with high priority (within
1 week). If not addressed, could lead to serious business impact.
o Example: The inability or unwillingness of customer to facilitate timely maintenance windows
for Lightstream to execute security updates in managed devices.
High Urgency Change (“P2”): The change is needed as soon as possible because of potentially
damaging service impact.
o Example: An unplanned change to allow traffic between two network segments for an urgent
software upgrade.
Incident: Incident management concerns both security and continuity related incidents and is the
process of registering, allocating and solving disruptions in normal operations of the system.
Info request: An information request is any question that does not involve a change or (security)
incident.
o Example: For example, questions about product features or Lightstream services.
Initial response: Acknowledgement of Incident, request for Change, Notification, Request for
Information by providing a Ticket number, the name of the responsible engineer, actions to be taken
and expected time for next status update.
Latest Feature Release: Software release category. Release - usually the most recent software
including new features as released by vendor. Supported by Lightstream MSS. Recommended for all
customers that desire maximum functionality.
Legacy Release: Software release category. Release still in use in customer environments and still
eligible for vendor support. Supported by Lightstream MSS, not recommended by Lightstream MSS
unless demonstrable use case warrants it.
Low business impact Incident (“P4”): Minor loss of service functionality.
o Example: Usable performance degradation.
Low impact security incident (“P4”): An event where no information was obtained and/or the attack
was definitely blocked.
o Example: A port scan from the Internet to a public IP address which was blocked.
Low risk SIA: A security improvement advisory that needs to be addressed with low priority (within 3
months).
Low Urgency Change (“P4”): The change will lead to improvements, changes in workflow, or
configuration. This change can be scheduled.
o Example: A planned configuration change that will result in better network convergence in
event of a hardware failover.
Managed Object: A device, service or platform which is managed by Lightstream for her customers.
o Example: A physical or logical (e.g. cloud) based firewall, an endpoint solution, a cloud
management platform, etc.
Medium business Impact Incident (“P3”): Moderate loss of service functionality or performance
resulting in multiple users impacted in their normal functions.
o Example: Minor feature/product failure, convenient workaround exists/minor performance
degradation/not impacting production.
Medium impact security incident (“P3”): An event where no information was obtained and/or the
attack appears to be blocked but follow up investigation is needed.
o Example: A virus that was delivered via e-mail but was blocked and quarantined upon
execution, where the “why” question still has to be answered (e.g. why was it not blocked
earlier).
Medium risk SIA: A security improvement advisory that needs to be addressed with medium priority
(within 1 month). If not addressed, the situation could lead to moderate business impact.
o Example: A lack of follow up to ruleset improvement suggestions such as cleaning up old
objects or legacy rules, causing an increased risk surface to exist.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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•
•

Medium Urgency Change (“P3”): The change will solve irritating problems or repair missing
functionality. This change can be scheduled.
o Example: A planned configuration change to allow traffic for a to be installed software
platform.
Non-standard change: A non-standard change is anything that is defined as a standard change.
o Example: Configuration of dynamic routing in a customer environment, a firmware or
management software upgrade, etc.
Notification: A notification (“heads up”) to inform the receiving party of an impending event (e.g.
maintenance).
o Example: Planned maintenance, planned fail over test, planned penetration test, etc.
Onboarding: The predefined process, defined by Lightstream, to operationally enable the service at
customer.
Onsite assistance: Assistance offered by qualified staff of Lightstream at the location of customer.
Pending state: Ticket is waiting for Lightstream action or response.
Planned Downtime: Agreed time when an IT service will not be available.
o Example: Planned maintenance, a planned move of devices, etc.
Post-Mortem Analysis: A Root Cause Analysis for Security Incidents / Exfiltrations.
Problem: A cause of one or more incidents. By means of a Root Cause Analysis, the problem at hand
is analyzed and a solution or workaround is defined. Problems can result in a Service Improvement
Advisory, which is input for further discussion between customer and Lightstream.
Relevance: Number between 0 and 100, 100 being highest, indicating the security relevance of a
microsegment to the customer.
Remote assistance: Remote assistance offered by qualified staff of Lightstream.
Replacement Unit: Usually called FRU - Field Replaceable Unit, this concerns a physical hardware unit
which is shipped to customer or replaced by Lightstream (depending on the applicable subscription
of customer).
o Example: A physical firewall, a power supply, etc.
RMA: The process of returning physical assets to Lightstream.
o Example: A defective device, or a device that is no longer needed is returned.
Root Cause: The underlying, originating cause of an incident or problem.
Root Cause Analysis: The activity of identifying the underlying, originating cause of an incident or
problem. This process may result in a Root Cause Analysis report to document an event, identifying
areas for improvement.
Scheduled State: Ticket is on hold until a predetermined date and time (mutually agreed between
customer and Lightstream).
Security Advisory: See SIA.
Security Improvement Advisory: Advice recommending actions to improve security and/or
continuity. If not acted upon, Lightstream cannot be held liable for potential consequences.
Security Incident: A Security Incident is an event that may indicate that an organization’s systems or
data have been compromised. A security incident may be automatically generated based on one or
more events or created manually.
o Example: Observation of virus, ransomware, hacker, or behavior that indicates as such.
Security Operations Center (SOC): Team of certified security engineers, which takes in, analyzes, and
solves continuity incidents, security incidents and performs customer requests.
Service: The Service, as described in the Service Description and Procedures document, provided to
the customer.
Service Hours: 24x7
Service Level: Measured and reported achievement against one or more service level targets
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